
Thank you for purchasing your  
Shape Sort N Spin from RadioShack. Please 
read this user’s guide before installing, setting 
up, and using your product.

sorter 
5 blocks (triangle, square, circle, star, moon) 

what’s included

1. Use a screwdriver 
to loosen the 
screw and remove 
the battery 
compartment 
cover.

2. Insert three AAA 
batteries (not supplied).

3. Replace the cover and secure it with the 
screw.

If no buttons are pressed for about 30 
seconds, the sorter automatically powers off. 
Insert a shape to start playing again.

Counting 

1. Slide 123/▼●■/♪♫♪ to 123.

2. Insert the shapes into the sorter’s matching 
openings. The LED under the number of 
shapes inserted lights. 

Shapes 

1. Slide 123/▼●■/♪♫♪ to ▼●■.

2. Insert the shapes into the sorter’s matching 
openings. The shape’s name is announced.

Melody 

1. Slide 123/▼●■/♪♫♪ to ♪♫♪.

2. Insert the shapes into the sorter’s matching 
openings. A song plays when a shape is 
inserted.

To remove shapes when you are finished, 
press the sorter’s top down. The shapes 
spin inside and come out through the large 
opening. You may need to tilt the sorter to 
remove the shapes.

installing batteries
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Shape Sort N Spin

Your Shape Sort N Spin entertains, while 
teaching your child to count and recognize 
shapes. Simply insert the shape blocks 
into the matching openings on the sorter. 
As you insert the blocks, you can select 
to count the number of blocks inserted, to 
name the shape, or to hear music play.

select a game to play

This product is warranted by RadioShack against manufacturing defects in material 
and workmanship under normal use for ninety (90) days from the date of purchase 
from RadioShack company-owned stores and authorized RadioShack franchisees 
and dealers. For complete warranty details and exclusions, check with your local 
RadioShack store.
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• Dispose of batteries promptly and 
properly. Do not burn or bury them.

• Use only fresh batteries of the 
required size and recommended 
type.

• Do not mix old and new batteries, 
or different types of batteries.

•  If you do not plan to use the toy for 
several days, remove the batteries. 
Batteries can leak chemicals that 
can destroy electronic parts.

• Only adults should replace the   
   batteries.

Press down to make the 
sorter spin like a carousel. 

123/▼●■/♪♫♪

Remove blocks here.

Insert shape blocks 
into the sorter’s  
matching openings.






